The now famous Rencontres de Moriond were born in a chalet in Moriond -a small mountain village in the French Alps -in 1966. The original idea of the founder, Jean Trân Thanh Vân of the CNRS Laboratory for Theoretical Physics and High Energies, Orsay, was both simple and unusual, name ly to allow theoreticians and experimenta lists in particle physics to meet in a relaxed and stimulating atmosphere to discuss their common interest. Furthermore, the Moriond meetings were especially designed to give young physicists the opportunity to present their results in an international context.
The success of the meetings was such that four years later, in 1970, the number of participants had increased from 20 to 80 and the venue had to be changed to an hotel in Meribel (Le Lac Bleu) where it remained for several years in an atmosphere as convi vial as that of the Moriond chalet. The Ren contres acquired a new dimension at the same time by having a parallel meeting in biology (conceived and chaired by Kim Trân Thanh Vân), thereby creating a unique and stimulating meeting ground for physicists and biologists.
The present two-week format was adop ted shortly afterwards, with one week devo ted to electroweak interactions and the other to strong interactions. A meeting on astrophysics held at the same time as the electroweak session was created in 1981, along with a workshop on non-accelerator particle physics that takes place in January. Owing to the favourable conditions and the comprehensive coverage of scientific topics, participation increased to the point that the meetings moved in 1976 to their present venue, a hotel in Les Arcs.
Being myself a young physicist in these early years, I can testify that the Moriond experience was absolutely unique at the time. The informal and pleasant surroun dings created ideal conditions for scientific exchange: an experimentalist would not hesitate discussing preliminary results with theoreticians. Likewise, a young theoreti cian would feel confident to talk about his latest work with senior colleagues and to submit ideas to experimentalists.
There are now four different sessions in particle physics requiring four different pro gramme committees. Despite this, the Ren contres remain the personal enterprise of Jean Trân Thanh Van who has ensured the continuity of the Moriond spirit for a quarter of a century. They are recognized as an international series, openly inspiring the creation of similar events where large expe rimental collaborations present for the first time their latest results. The American Phy sical Society includes them in its main list of conferences and an increasing number of American physicists participate. 
